Reseller Partners with Tripp Lite to Protect a Louisiana School District

“Partnering with Tripp Lite was a great idea... now IT staff can rest easy in the knowledge that their equipment is safe from unauthorized access and that UPS systems are providing power protection 24/7.”

—Jim Krause
Tech Liaison for Pelican Computer

Customer
Pelican Computer is a Louisiana-based reseller who provides technological solutions for educational, government, small business and corporate environments.

Goal
Help a large school district in the Louisiana area protect, organize and secure the servers, switches, DVRs and cameras housed in 80 separate installations.

Solution
Tripp Lite SRW12US and SRW12US33 Wall-Mount Rack Enclosure Cabinets:
• Keep equipment organized, secure and off the floor
• Offer extended depths to accommodate servers (SRW12US33)
• 200-lb load capacities
• Locking, reversible front doors and locking, removable side panels
• Fully assembled for quick and easy installation

Tripp Lite has been a trusted manufacturer of innovative solutions for over 95 years!

SUMMARY
Customer
Pelican Computer is a technological solutions provider headquartered in Harahan, Louisiana who provides services for educational, government, small business and corporate environments.

Goal
Help a large school district in the Louisiana area protect, organize and secure the servers, switches, DVRs and cameras housed in 80 separate installations.

Solution
SmartRack® Wall-Mount Rack Enclosure Cabinets:
• SRW12US
• SRW12US33

SmartOnline® On-Line Double-Conversion UPS Systems:
• SU1000RTXLCD2U
• SU1500RTX2UA

External Battery Packs:
• BP48V24-2U
• BP24V28-2U

Results
Delivery and installation of a complete power protection and equipment safety solution for integration into the school district’s existing IT infrastructure.
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CASE STUDY

SUMMARY

Customer
Pelican Computer is a technological solutions provider headquartered in Harahan, Louisiana who provides services for educational, government, small business and corporate environments.

Goal
Help a large school district in the Louisiana area protect, organize and secure the servers, switches, DVRs and cameras housed in 80 separate installations.

Solution
SmartRack® Wall-Mount Rack Enclosure Cabinets:
• SRW12US
• SRW12US33
SmartOnline® On-Line Double-Conversion UPS Systems:
• SU1000RTXLCD2U
• SU1500RTXL2UA
External Battery Packs:
• BP48V24-2U
• BP24V28-2U

Results
Delivery and installation of a complete power protection and equipment safety solution for integration into the school district’s existing IT infrastructure.

Tripp Lite SU1000RTXLCD2U and SU1500RTXL2UA SmartOnline® UPS Systems BP48V24-2U and BP24V28-2U External Battery Packs
• Protect servers from the harmful effects of blackouts, brownouts, overvoltages and line noise
• Provide battery backup power to ensure continued operation of mission-critical equipment, enable data saves and facilitate orderly system shutdown
• Enable battery backup capacity to be increased as needed with additional external battery packs
• Ensure complete power network management and control with communications ports and included PowerAlert® software

Results
With the help of Tripp Lite UPS Systems and Wall-Mount Rack Enclosures, Pelican Computer was able to prepare this large Louisiana-area school district for any power related problems that might arise. District administration will no longer have to worry about the security of their valuable electronics, and when power problems strike their equipment will be protected.

“Partnering with Tripp Lite was a great idea,” said Jim Krause. “They provided me with all the info I needed to seal the deal and worked with me throughout the entire installation. Through Tripp Lite, I was able to find wall-mount racks that were deep enough to house the district’s servers. Now IT staff can rest easy in the knowledge that their equipment is safe from unauthorized access and that UPS systems are providing power protection 24/7.”
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